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Abstract. Distolted electron diffrnction pattems from a Mg-Zn-Y-Zr icosahednl quasi-crystal 
have been observed and interpreted by intmdncing a special linear phason soain. 

1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of the icosahedral quasi-clystal (IQC) in a rapidly solidified AI-Mn 
alloy [l], other quasi-crystals ( Q C ) ~  have been reported soon, such as the decagonal [2], 
dodecagonal [3], octagonal [4] and cubic [5] QCs. In addition to QCs first found in rapidly 
solidified alloys, many stable rQCs andor decagonal quasi-crystals have been identified in 
AI-Cu-Li [6-81, Al-Cu-Fe [9], Al-Cu-Co [IO, 111, Al-Cu-Mn [U], AI-Mn-Pd [13], Al- 
Pd-(Fe, Ru or Os) [14] and Ga-Mg-Zn [15] systems by conventional solidification. Besides 
perfect Q c s  there are also QCs containing phason strains demonstrated by the shift in the 
diffraction spots of the electron diffraction patterns (EDPS) [16-18]. When the phason strain 
parameter reaches certain values, the phason-strained Q c s  become crystalline approximants 
[17,18]. 

Recently, we have reported a new kind stable IQC phase in as-cast Mg-Zn-RE alloys 
(RE represents high-grade Y or mischmetals containing Y, Nd, Gd, Dy, La, Pr, Tb and Ce) 
[ 191. In this paper we shall present ow recent results on the existence of phason-strained 
Mg-Zn-Y-Zr IQC phases. 

2. Experimental method and results 

The experimental materials were melted in an electric furnace under an inert atmosphere 
and slowly cooled in air. Their compositions are 4.77-6.3 wt% Zn, 0.52-1.72 wt% RE (as 
indicated above), 0.354.72 wt% Zr and balance Mg. The specimen was obtained directly 
from the cast ingor The foils for transmission electron microscopy (EM) were prepared 
by electropolishing and ion beam thinning and then examined in a JEM-2OOOFX electron 
microscope equipped with a LINK AN-10000 energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer. In these 
cast alloys, compounds are distributed along the grain boundaries as shown in figure l(a). In 
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these compounds, many IQC grains exist. The energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis 
(figure l(b)) of the IQC phase reveals Mg, Zn, Y, Cu and Zr peaks; the Cu peaks are from 
the specimen mesh and are not considered in the quantitative analysis. By this means the 
average composition of the IQC phase is determined to be Mg16Zn68Y8Zr~. 

Figure 1. IQC grains in Mg-Zn-Y-Zr alloy; (a) morphology; (b)  EDS fmm the Mg-Zn-Y-Zr 
IW. 

Almost all the IQ€ grains are imperfect indicated by their distorted EDPs. The region 
circled in figure l(a) gives distorted EDPs as shown in figure 2(a) and figure 3(a) which 
are along the twofold and fivefold axes, respectively. The diffraction spots slightly deviate 
from their standard positions, with the weaker spots showing larger deviations. For instance, 
spot A is clearly displaced downwards, and spot B less obviously upwards, while the 
displacement of spot C is almost invisible. Clearly, the deviation direction of all the spots 
is along the vertical direction, which coincides with one of the twofold axes of the IQC. 
These facts are very similar to those for the Al-Cu-Mg IQC phase observed by Li ef a1 
[17]. In addition, we examined other IQ€ grains by selected-area electron diffraction and 
obtained different twofold EDPS (shown in figure 4) with respect to figure 2(a). Figure 4 
reveals more strong diffraction spots than figure 2(u) along the fivefold directions (indicated 
by arrows in figure 4 and figure 2(a)). Ebalard and Spaepen [20] first studied the EDPs with 
similar characteristics in the A165Cu20Fe15 IQC system. They explained this by ascribing a 
face-centred icosahedral (FCI) structure to the Al6sCu2&~ IQ€ in contrast with the simple 
icosahedral (SI) structure of an IQ€ such as ALMn and A176Si4Mn20. The EDP in  figure 4 is 
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F W  2. mps along lhe Kwofotd axis ut Bhe Mg-Zn-Y-Zr IW: (a 1 expcrjmentd; lb) simulated 
With a Umar pIcaraA S l d O  along lhS Vpfiical dice&rl (m = -0.10). 

Pin 1 m m  dong thsfivefam axis of the Mg-a-Y-Zr m: ( U )  expenmenral; (b )  simubtted 
wilhalincat~onsWinalongthevenicaldirenron(m= -0.10). 

distorted too, indicated by the fact that the spots along fivefold direction are zigzag, with 
spotr a and b showing larger deviations. 

3. 
icosahedral s+swt~~re .  

According to %mer (211 and Else1 1221, the three-dimensional (3D) P m s e  tiling of the 
IQC with SI sbucture may be rotlstrwted as a projection kosn a subset af a six-dimnsinnal 
(sa) hypercubic lattice with basis veckms e' (i = 1,2,  . . . ,4). The projec&ed basis vectors 
&b of these ei in a special 3~ physical subspace Bi coincide with the six vertices of the 
icosahedmn as shown in figure 5(a). % ppajectd h i s  Yectors e\ in the 3 0  complementary 

Computnr simulation of the Wor ied  electron difhctjon patterns of simple 
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Figure 4. FDPS along the twofold axis of the Mg-Zn-Y-Zr IQC with the FCI StmctuTe. 

Figure 5. The stereographic projection of the projected basis vectors: (a) el, in E:;  (b) ei in 
E:. 

subspace E: are shown in figure 5(b). In the present work we apply the same method to 
calculate the diffraction intensities of the IQC phase as used by Zhao er al [23] .  They 
assumed a simple lattice model in which the same atom with a unit atomic scattering factor 
f(gll) = 1 is placed at every quasi-lattice point. 

According to Lubensky et al [16], a linear phason strain will cause each Bragg peak 
to shift from the position given by the reciprocal vector 911 of an unstrained IQC phase to 
9; = 911 + As11 with 

Agllx [;;,:I = -M [ Z] 
where M is a 3 x 3 matrix which represents the phason shear field, and to keep its 
corresponding perpendicular component 91 unchanged. According to Li and co-workers 
[17,18], we choose 
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0 0 0  
M = O O O .  

[o 0 ,I 
This matrix corresponds to the phason strain direction along the Z L  axis which induces a 
shift in the Bragg peaks along the Zil axis parallel to a twofold axis of the IQC phase (see 
figure 5) .  Hence, the zone axes of the EDPS in figures 2 and 3 are along the positive XI, 
axis and the basis vector e:, respectively (see figure 5(a)).  

Since the scattering amplitude S@,) 1231 depends mainly on the perpendicular 
component gL) which remains unchanged when the phason parameter m is varied, the 
diffraction intensity is independent of the m-value. Of course, exceptions may happen 
when several reciprocal points in the 6D hyperspace are projected into the same reciprocal 
point in the 3D parallel subspace E;, if the m-value corresponds to a crystalline approximant. 
The value of m can be determined by [IS] 

T - a !  m = -- 
To1 + 1 

where r is the golden ratio and 01 is the ratio of the distance between diffraction spots B 
and C to the distance between diffraction spots A and B, as shown in figures 2(a) and 3(a).  
From figures 2(a)  and 3(a),  we have measured a! = 1.32 and hence m = -0.10. Obviously, 
when a! = r, m becomes zero and the phason strain vanishes; when a! takes a rational value, 
all diffraction spots will be arranged periodically along the vertical direction. A particular 
case is CY = 1 and hence m = -0.236 [18] .  

Figures 2(b) and 3(b) show the simulated EDPs of the Mg-Zn-Y-Zr IQC with SI structure 
corresponding to figures 2(a) and 3(a), respectively. In these simulated EDPS the area of 
each circle is proportional to the intensity of the diffraction spot. 

4. Conclusion and discussion 

By comparing the experimental EDPs with the calculated EDPs in figures 2 and 3, we find 
good qualitative agreement except for the intensities of some diffraction spots. For instance, 
spot A in figure 2(a)  is weaker than its simulation in figure 2(6); some spots (shown by 
arrows) in figure 3(a)  are weaker than their simulations in figure 3(6). These may be 
explained as follows spot A in figure 2(a) has shifted along the zone axis, i.e. spot A has 
slightly deviated from the zero-order Laue zone and hence is weaker than it should be. The 
same occurs for the spots (shown by arrows) in figure 3(a). From these we can conclude 
that the distorted SI structure has phason strain not only along ZL (see figure 5 )  but also 
along XI andlor YL. From figures 2(a)  and 3(a) we can only measure the phason strain 
along ZJ.. 

In addition, we observed that the distorted FCI structure coexists with the SI IQC in the 
Mg-Zn-E alloys. The different compositions may play an important role in forming the 
two kinds of IQC; more detailed work is needed. This work indicates that phason strain is 
a general phenomenon for the new stable Mg-Zn-Y-Zr IQCs of both SI structure and FCI 
structure in our samples; this is due to the frozen phason strain since ow specimens have 
not been annealed in a high-temperature relaxation process. 
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